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TASK 2 
Many people believe that the internet has made life much easier for most people. 
however, others fear that it might also represent a threat. 
Discuss both view and state your opinion. 
PLANNING AND PARAGRAPHING 

This is a discussions essay, where opinion are divided. You must discuss both view out pf these two. 
Bring ideas for both opinions i.e. 

 Why has the internet made life much easier for most people? 

 Why does it pose a threat to mankind? 
 
Now decides upon your opinion and favour one side would be against you and you’d have to say that 
people think like that, but you don’t agree and you think in the other way. 

 Why do you think that the internet has made life much easier for most people? 

 Why do you think that the internet poses a threat to mankind? 
 
STRUCTURE:-Four paragraph plan 

 Introduction [re-phrase both opinion and state your side] 
 Main body paragraph1 [explain the opposite view] 
 Main body paragraph 2 [explain your view] 
 Conclusion [re-write the opposite view] 

 
DETAILED STRUCTURE:- 
 
INTRODUCTION:-  

 Some people assert that……, while others argue that 
 Personally, I agree with the first point of view because…… 

 
MAIN BODY PARAGRAPH 1 :- 

 Why do you think that the internet poses a threat to mankind? 
On the one hand, many people fear about the potential dangers that the internet brings with it. The reason 
is that…./ 
Firstly…… 
 
MAIN BODY PARAGRAPH 2:- 

 Why do you think that the internet has made life much easier for most people? 
On the other hand, it seems to me that the internet has been very useful to people’s lives. The reason is 
that…./ 
Firstly…… 
 
CONCLUSION:- 

 Re-write the opposite view 
In conclusion, although many believe that ………………………., in my opinion………………… 
 


